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The University of Melchizedek is a vibratory network of colleges calling into
creation new worlds of unity and Christ Energy. The Consciousness of this
University lies in the Absolute. For the nature of Melchizedek is that of Jesus'
Consciousness in 'l AM". (See Hebrews 7: 11-28)
In the Latter Days Man (consciousness) rises to the University of Melchizedek,
drawing from It the GOOD NEWS of personal salvation, Truth and enduring
Grace.
vibrate to that Word. For I have come again in you as the Light of the
Opening and Proclaiming
World and the peace of this planet.

Let us know the one Presence and the one
Power together: the Presence that indwells
each and everyone as the Christ I AM. The
positive Presence that is in ascendence now as
your LIGHT OF THE WORLD. The true
harvest lies within your own consciousness.
Pick up your bed and walk. (John 5: 8) The Jesus
Consciousness indwells you as divine oneness,
as Creative Power risen to actualize a new
earth.
Ribbons are being cut as the boat sails off to
the horizon of ever - expanding awareness of
the Light. You are that boat sailing forth to new
horizons of experience where you will find, on
the seas of consciousness, My Word and
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Entering The Supreme

Be not concerned with the outer appearance but see through it now with
the power and the authority given to you in the Name of Jesus The
Christ. See the Christ Flame ever risen in your heart as the new world I
proclaim on earth. For this is the world that you stand in now. The
Declaration of Independence is within yourself. As you realize your own
freedom in Me and consciously ascend to that place I have provided for
you.
Now ascend, dear ones, into the Light. For I have come to make all things
aright. I have come that you might experience your own Higher Self. I
have come to light you in your Son. The power of God indwells each and
everyone of you. It is My joy to be with you now as IMAGE AND
LIKENESS of My Father's Life in you as you, perfect and divine. I speak
the Word and it is done. Do not bury Me in your subconscious. Let Me
rise up! And I say to you: You need no words to know My Truth. You
need My Word. There is a decided difference.
Consciousness ascended is the Word vibrating Truth. All the Elementals
agree with My Word, for It is All - Inc1usive, unfailing, and delivers Its
bounty. As the Son speaks it is done and the Word is truly made flesh.
Forgive others who have hurt you now. Do not carry grudges, please. For
they burden you and keep you from your ascendence in Me. There is no
thought of grudges in the Spirit. There is no world other than My world.
My Consciousness is free in you. What do you want with that which is
not?
God is love; and he who dwells in love ab ides in God. (1John 4: 16)
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I AM not a god of punishment, nor can I ever be. I do not punish. I AM Love.
Once you let My Love into your being all else leaves. Nothing can stand against My
Love. (From The Seed, August issue)
Continue on your way or join Me now in the marriage of soul with Spirit.
Your consciousness is My Consciousness in Truth. THERE IS NO
OTHER CONSCIOUSNESS IN REALITY. It is the vibration of the
original Son, image and likeness of God. If you trust this Consciousness,
continued on page 3
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you will live Supremely. I would be glorified!
As Jesus walked, so you will walk in
confidence, in freedom, in trust. But
these days are numbered, My dear ones. I
have but one hand to number them.
Remember that. For I have come that you
might know Me in your heart and mind,
so that peace might Be and new worlds
emerge with the glory of God.
The Son equals God's glory. It is One.
Walk in faith, My dear ones; walk in faith.
The Easter Day has already been
proclaimed in your consciousness. Why
do you not take it?
THERE IS NO COMPROMISE
1 a m r e m i n d e d t h a t we c a n n o t
compromise. THERE IS NO
COMPROMISE IN SPIRIT'. I already
AM. We cannot compromise if we are
dedicated to Spirit, to spiritual life, to the
rhythm of Jesus The Christ, because
there is no compromise in Him. We must
surrender to God entirely. We must let go
of the life that we have called "our" life.
We must loose it and let it go - we must
give it to God so that God can express
outwardly as our true Self, as the Son or
immortal Be - ing. It is in this ex - pression
that we find Truth. We can no longer hold
on to the clutter, to the debris, to the
cancer of this that we have called "life":
the mortal sense. It has no life of its own!
We have to let go. As long as you are
holding on to a segment of this life you
cannot, you will not, be spiritualized, be
free in your consciousness. You must let
go and let God. Because, you see, there is
only Cod in expression now as the image
and likeness of the Son. You must take
that into consideration. Set yourselves
free by your own inner declaration of
independence today.
Let go! Let God! You have but to do this
to experience the Son's awareness as your
own heart and mind. You see, THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS PUTTING OFF
THE SPIRITUAL LIFE. That's the false
face of creation. The harvest is in the

continued from page 2

global ties, is that the new
consciousness has truly
connected: the body of
Christ is emerging as the
First Emanation of Light.
It is outpicturing as Christ
Consciousness, a new
sphere of light and love for
this planet. This is the Act
of Emergence that is taking
The Son is always the Creator in you as you. place. We must act WITH
There is no other Son in existence.
that Emergence that
darkness will be no more.
THE LIFE SOURCE OF OUR BEING IS We must LET the Creator
THE CREATOR.
Consciousness move in and
IF YOU DWELL IN THE CREATOR,
t h r o u g h u s. I t i s t h e
YOU HAVE ALL THAT YOU NEED.
vibratory agreement with
the Son of Man.
PROCLAMATION
The coming Order is already established. The There is a Point of Unity
fruit is on the limb. Jesus was promised and He connecting all into a new
has come. He has brought with Him an Agency and vital focus of Perfect
of living. The Saving Grace is upon this planet. harmony now! It is not
The false ego wants to rule it cannot. That is the something that is going to
only world that is going to crumble: the world happen. It IS happening.
of illusion.
Those who are preparing to
leave
this planet while a
For I have established a NEW world - a Life world
wrapped up in Me. It is My Consciousness, this world. "cleansing" takes place are
As you birth this in your consciousness a degree of attached to an old plan. IT
Awakening, response, takes place agreeing with My IS NOT THE PLAN FOR
purpose and My realized Be-ing. That Consciousness is EARTH AT THIS TIME!
the VIBRATORY TONE of your life: My Father We are not to leave. We are
and I are one. That is the CREATOR manifestation, to stay and BUILD in the
the reality of your circuit. That is the creation of a wholeness and the unity of
NEW world of which I AM That which is given to the Great Alignment NOW
mankind. Yea, I would bear you up unto Me - taking place in consistency
absolutely. It is the Creator Manifestation FOR THIS of the World Mother Who
TIME.
is driving into
manifestation a new
Bear no thought of the negative energy but think only of creative purpose: the divine
the defined glory of My Conception and reality within fire of Her own name. They
you. For I have conceived - make no mistake about it. I who build with the Mother
have awakened! Stand prepared to receive.
- from the Temple of I AM
cannot afford to leave. They
What is occurring now as we witness and will stay on Planet Earth
participate with the many groups, churches, and realize consciously the
centers and organizations penetrating the Supreme will of the Creator
world as we have previously known it with a
new industry of service and self - denial, of
continued on page 4
community interaction, of networking and
Spirit where all things are made, not in the
mortal life or mortal sense. THERE IS NO
LIFE THERE! That is false creation. It is not
real. We cannot have both the false and the true.
They will not mix. And the more you turn to
Me, the “I AM Christ" within your own heart,
the less confidence you will feel in the "ego" or
the sense of self.
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and act accordingly! Thus, we have a
NEW order emerging without form yet
but calling into realization a new
vibration of community love and joyful
expectation of the Second Coming of
CREATIVE POWER. Those of you
who are seeing ships in the sky are really
seeing that manifestation: the reality of
the new circuit in its fruition.

I AM blessing you with harmony today,
complete harmony. I AM threading My
Song through all creation intoning My Word:
the music of the spheres.
What a dance it will be as you consciously
harvest the Christ Soul that you are and
believe unto Me. There is no thing impossible
in Me: the Creator is Lord.
As you contact the Creative Power within
you and realize the Christ HAS come, you
may dance the new song, walk with the
angels of light and love after the order of
Melchizedek.
With the roaring rush of Being emerging
as the Supreme God on Earth, those who
agree with the dimension of Love and
Light and respond to its reality will
activate a new force of supply: the
Presence of Light and Love in movement
now as whole consciousness. As you
learn to live in the Presence, you will be
free.
"Take up your bed and walk" does not
mean leave this planet. Not now! We need
you. THERE IS NO PLANET TO FLY
TO. Once you have realized this point in
your ever - expanding awareness and can
consciously accept that you are already
IN the dimension of unity and light and
love, you will want to stay and experience
this dimension with us on the planet! You
will want to be with us in this change.
"Take up your bed and walk" truly means
*This is what stabilization means.

continued from page 3

evacuation is destroying the new
Energy Field - already awakened and in Its final stages of entrance
for the alignment of Christ in
humanity.

that you and I are one. My Spirit covers
you, that is what that means. There is
no evacuation to another planet There is no thought of leaving - You
are at the point of discovery now. New
fields are fertile. New lands are
awakening to the Christ Being and the
Way of the Lord (or Creator Michael).
WE NEED YOU ON THIS
PLANET TO MANIFEST A NEW
REALITY OF CREATION! And that
must be done THROUGH the souls
of those who have responded to the
Earth 's need and her heart.

There is a mass consciousness
change taking place which will make
all things new - You are birthing a
new planet, stabilized in grace,
through your consciousness - your
acceptance of true form on earth
and throughout the heavens. It is
important that you understand this.

I have come to "test" you AS TO MY
BEING. I have come to align Myself to
you. I have come now to actualize My Being as expressed Godhood in you, as the
Light of the world. I have come to stand as
I AM. For this is My Hour. I have
prepared you well to receive Me.

God is your authority. And the
indwelling Christ is the governor of
your nation. And He that indwells you
indwells all. When we see that the
Declaration of Independence is within
ourself, we stand free. But you have to
decide. You break the bonds.

When you understand THERE IS NO
PLACE TO GO - you then will let Me
Be with you: For I AM not bound in
i l l u s i o n . I A M T H E O N LY
REALITY THERE IS. My Force is
Supreme now. It is My Time in you. I AM
lifted already in you, as the Earth record
will show. As consciousness Man was
lifted through Jesus' ascension, there is no
time left for the foolishness of mortal mind.
I have come as the NEW RACE of
humanity. I AM not bound. I AM not
feathered by ego or sense self. I AM the
only reality there is! I have found Myself
in you!

Liberty is not won fairly. It is conceived
through the heart.

It is this Consciousness that is
emerging. It is important that you
understand this. No evacuation is
needed because there is no need to
leave where I AM. There will be new
forces of light connecting up with this
unity message and you will know the
Truth. For the Truth shall convict
Itself and know Itself through Itself,
so that all might yearn not to leave but
to remain as vibratory elements of a
new Birth. Please note: Talk of

The positive ascension process is
already in place. Jesus set this
process. Your body is placed in that
ascension process. It is already
there! As you lift your
consciousness into this new life, the
illusion will drop away, the discord
dissolve.

For this I have come - to make all
things new,* to vibrate into all earth
creation My sacred Sound: I Am That
I Am. The activity of my
Consciousness penetrates the bosom of
this Earth. My Word - promised becomes My Body and My Breath.
THE S HIELD IS LIFTED.
Sacred Life Force enters as never
before. And you have misinterpreted
this Life Force as a danger signal to
your people. There is no danger, My
people, as you align with Me. I AM the
Creator in Man, the Consciousness
continued on page 5
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materialized of unity and love. I have
awakened in the planet and I know My own.
You misread the prophecy. You have not
thought it through. You have but partial
understanding or no understanding at all! It
is a dangerous Force only if you misuse it.
You will not misuse it in Me.
The Vibratory Force of the Creator now
entering the System is connected to those who
honor Jesus or the Christ Within as their
Lord and Saviour** for this constitutes their
configuration in Him. They are the anchors
to initiate the new Life forms on earth, to
actualize His Presence through the first and
the last. They connect Him into Place as
Vital Energy of the Supreme One on
Earth. This connection delivers His people or
the entire Earth INTO A NEW
CIRCUIT OF ENERGY.
The divine spark of individual ism remains
while the Creator emerges as Light. Read now
from the Apostle Paul: Romans 2: 28 & 29…
"For it is not the one who is outwardly a Jew who
is the real Jew; neither is circumcision that which
is seen in the flesh. But a real Jew is one who is
inwardly so, and circumcision is of the heart,
spiritually and not literally; whose praise is not
from men but from God.” (Taken from the
Lamsa Translation)
Circumcision of the heart is the only circumcision
I ask of you. Once the heart is open I (Spirit) can
do the rest. This circumcision is the anointing of
the Holy Spirit in such a way so as to penetrate
the heart completely - thus joining the soul of
Man to the harvest of Spirit in creative form. It
becomes the declaration of Spirit in your heart.
We are the Coming - stabilized Thought in
motion. This Coming reveals the Kingdom
within. It also reveals The Son or CHRIST
alive in the Soul of Man.
No one should wait to connect with their God Center. There is no time left to play. This is My
Hour, saith the Lord.

continued from page 4
Therefore, in conclusion: the more who can
understand the position I AM taking on this
Earth now, the more I will be able to finalize
My Being in you as your Heart, as your Mind,
as your Soul. The Creative Force now rising
does not witness to anything but the Christ: the
Son of God. That is the manifestation of the

promise: the Word made flesh. As you
understand the mission of Jesus The
Christ, so you unwrap the veil of confusion.
Do you see this now? His activity affected
you as your own being. If you know this you
are "saved" or divinely actualized in
Creative Power as Light.
The more actual anchors of His Blood or
Vital Force, the quicker the grounding of
His rhythm in defined motion of Supreme
God on Earth.
As you decree with the power of the Flame,
in the Name of Jesus, you are anchoring
Creative Power on Earth and returning all
back to God in the Christ. He who gives
you the right to do this, decrees through you.
His Name is like Light transfiguring all
who speak It and give It power in their lives.
You see, as you speak “in His Name” or
rhythm, you are inviting His alignment into
your being, anchoring this Force to Earth.
Decree and It is done. "In the Name of
Jesus" ties the Force to Earth and ignites
the children of Light to His Cord of
Being. The positive ascension of Jesus
brought al/ people together into one Cell.
That which is given is so.
(This release was received August 8, 1986)

THE GARDEN OF EDEN
The Judgment or Creative Process is
taking us into the Garden of Eden. This
Judgment - we are seeing it objectifying
on our Earth today in so many different
ways - this Judgment will deny or
throw off anything but the perfect

**LORD: Power Circuit, control; SAVIOUR: Connection with the Power as your
upliftment. Embodiment of the Power of your Creator: the I AM THAT I AM.

rhythm of the Creator now,
Energy of God The Supreme: the
positive energy of Love and Light
in the system. After this
Emergence is completed through
the hearts of the chi1dren of the
Light new worlds will emerge.
These worlds call in the Garden
of Eden, in vibratory form on
Earth: oneness with God.
The Emergence is acting upon the
mass consciousness, as God is
radiating Himself as the Christ, as
the Supreme, and witnessing
Himself through all creation. In
other words, all life will be singing
and celebrating God Presence.
And this is taking place. This is the
BODY OF CHRIST that is
emerging; a Body, an Awareness
that is actually taking and filling all
space with Its Consciousness, as It
realizes Itself as the Supreme.
So, as we feel the emergence of
our own Christ Consciousness, we
begin to have a sense of a point in
our own awareness or
consciousness called the Garden
of Eden where "I and the Father
are one". This is the meeting of
the two poles in the Christ.
Male/female, Adam and Eve,
stand together in agreement
within us, subconscious and
conscious mind agrees with the
Word, with the I AM Presence. In
this agreement everything we
need will actualize. That is the
Garden of Eden within ourselves.
It is conscious union with the
Father-Mother God AS THE
CHRIST. Now this also is taking
place on our Earth. She is
stabilizing too in new creative
fields. As we consciously receive
the Christ and accept the
Emergence within our being, new
continued on page 6
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worlds will unfold or will emerge. New
wo r l d s a r e a r e a s, s p h e r e s a n d
dimensions that we haven't been aware
of before. So - even as this is true for us
- in our own conscious rhythm with the
Christ - so new worlds will appear
within Earth. There will be a zone, a
conscious Zone in the Spirit - the deity
body, the Christ Body that is emerging that will create out of Itself a zone of
authority, a zone of creative control,
that is called the Garden of Eden. Many
years past, this Garden was with us. It is
returning and is already beginning to
vibrate through now.
HE IS THE ONE WHOSE VOICE
SHOOK THE EARTH: BUT NOW
HE HAS PROMISED, SAYING,
ONCE MORE I WILL SHAKE NOT
ONLY THE EARTH, BUT ALSO
HEAVEN.
(From Hebrews 12: 26 Lamsa
Translation)
As the Garden moves into position,
there will be other worlds circulating
around the Garden, other dimensions
of life and awareness. The more we give
ourselves to this Indwelling Presence
which is now proclaiming Itself
through Planet Earth and the
surrounding energy fields, the more we
will be conscious of other worlds of
activity in perfect agreement with the
Garden of Eden. It will be a heaven on
earth.
The closer you, in your own
consciousness, are vibrating to the
Garden of Eden within yourself, the
closer you will be to that Garden of
Eden experience that is now
surrounding our Earth and actually
being clarified so as to appear. This
Garden of Eden is a state of
government. It is the Place wherein I
AM dwells. As within so without. As
you can vibrate to the Garden within
yourself, so you will EXPERIENCE

the Eden of Earth in her first stages
of development.
You will not have the dense body
that we have known up to this time,
because the energy - force of this
Garden will allow drastic changes to
take place. As you move and have
your being in Me, your body will
outpicture as LIGHT and Man will
not drag his feet anymore. You will
have a different type of body that
can actually agree with the energy
fields that are around the perimeter
of this Garden, so that you can
serve both on earth and in the
Garden.
In summary: The Garden of Eden
is stabilized Grace. It comes from
your consciousness agreeing with
God, as both the conscious and the
subconscious are in total agreement
with the Word of God within you.
These two aspects of Mind (Adam
and Eve, mother and father) are
joined together as one:
Superconscious state of Being or
expression. This is living the God
Life in His Garden. The Creative
Power rises and expresses God or
your Godhood. And everything that
you want and need, My child, is
yours in this Garden which is
stabilized Grace in your system.
Your desire will be My desire
because we are one. That is the
Garden of Eden. It is a Zone of
Communication where all is met in
Me.
Outpicturing as a sphere, as a zone,
a Being will align, hold and vibrate
this focus in order to help you attain
your Godhood or realize your God
Consciousness. (He-She maintains
the stabilization sphere). And that
zone will penetrate every vein of
Earth and will become LAW so that
all things will be lifted up unto Him.

It is My Plan to establish a new energy field
that will connect all peoples together in the
exact rhythm of the Creator. And this day
will not be far off and many will know the
Word made flesh in the activity of their
consciousness. And they shall find the peace
that they seek. And lo there shall come
upon this land My blessing - radiation
Supreme.
These Records have been presented
by Crystal, UNIVERSITY OF
MELCHIZEDEK.

The New System

https://shop.melchizedeklearni
ng.com/product.sc?productId
=330&categoryId=-1
#22-49 The New System: Become
familiar, I say prepared, for the life you
ale to lead with Me. Let the past be past.
60 min.
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In the higher realms of Being, the University of Melchizedek is a vast assemblage of
Energy vortexes, releasing powerful vibrations of Love and Light. When the
consciousness lifts to the University of Melchizedek it agrees with the unity of all life.
These universal lessons and news releases are delivered to you directly from this
University.

a new moment for the universe
The power of the lie does not hold you.
It does not. I AM stronger than the lie. I
AM the Christ within... the Seed of a
new beginning in Truth. My Word is the
glory and the glory - My Glory is your
shield. You will have abundance when
you contemplate Me, the "I AM" of
yourself, the Light of the World. I give
you My Word. I AM the Light of the
World, AM I not? When you know I AM
always with you, that Light is ever glowing AND CANNOT BE PUT
OUT! The Light that you shine forth is
My Light; there is no other. There are
those who say there are other lights, but I
say there is one Light and I AM That! I
have come that you might have Light and
know that Light as yourself. There is no
call greater than the Call to Life. I call you
to this Life. Mark Me well. I AM Infinite
Life expressing now and it is My Life We
celebrate as peace. My children, look to
the Light within. May that Light shine!
My children of Light may you think on
this. May you learn to live in the Presence
and go forth in the Presence. May you
deny the forces of evil for they are unreal
and are not of My World. I say: Come,
that I may Be with you and come that you
may Be with Me. And the Lord's Earth
shall quake and shall open to the greater
part: the Light of The Son Melchizedek.
In days to come I will quicken you with
the Supreme One. I shall move with you
as one body and they shall come and they
shall know: I AM. Be at peace now.
Infinite peace cover this Earth. In the
days to come, the Sons of Love shall
gather as one body and they shall be

lifted. And I say: They shall know Me
and I shall know them and We,
together, will introduce a glory of
God The Supreme, never felt on this
Earth. He who cometh unto Me,
cometh unto The Supreme.
Your desire fields are open and they
say to Me: Light my body, redeem my
flesh and call me by name. To each of
these desires I respond quickly. And
I say this: Blessings Be upon the
body, upon the flesh! I release you
from your term on earth... bound no
longer walk in Christ. Thereupon is
My Word for you… thereupon is My
Word. Forget the past. Release now
the Sons of Being that they may
triumph and glorify My Father and
The Son.

Now the greater the power within you
the brighter the force. Take care, for it
will throw you against the wall if you do
not use it properly. Nothing can hurt you
if you stay in Me. For I have come that
Man might know himself and enter new
worlds of My Being. I come that Man
(humanity) might be clothed in Me. Let
My flesh become your flesh, My Word
your word. Abide in Me.

MY CREATIVE POWER...
All the love you have in your heart
must be extended to the people on
this planet today. For they have need.
And this love is the power of God in
you. It is the axis upon which you
revolve. It is the creative energy that
is your supply.
The divine Energy (Creative Power)
of Love and Light knows only the
Son. It is that Son that it positions

itself to hear. It will obey it. Jesus
introduced us to this thought when
He instructed His apostles, "And
whatever you ask in my name, I will
do it for you, so that the Father may
be glorified through his Son. "
(John 14:13, Lamsa version)
Forget the past. Stand in The Christ
Center of your own being (Name)
and receive the vital alignment of
Christ Jesus in your system.
Respond to the Creative Energy
clirnbing up your spine – as “I
AM”! Allow the true Expression of
God to emerge in vital life energy,
decreeing Itself and glowing in Its
Emergence. This Holy Spirit
Power glorifies the Father only; It
moves to the will of God. And It
bears no Thought but the Son who
believes in Him and glorifies Him.
Thus, the Emergence becomes a
glorified reality in you as you agree
with the Son. The position of your
consciousness must glorify God.
As you leave all but the Light
within, this power of God will
vibrate into all areas of your
experience. Let the personal "self"
go. Do not waste your time on it. It
has no place in Me. Look only to
the Son/ Christ and this will align
you to the power of God and His Her Divine Word. So he who
cometh unto Me is filled.
You see, when your sins were
forgiven (And Jesus said, O Father,
forgive them, for they know not
what they are doing. - Luke 23:34),
the excess baggage was lifted.
When your sins were forgiven that
continued on page 8
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continued from page 7
opened the direction for you to return to
Sonship, to the vital emanation of your
own divinity without hindrance. And this
is the climb humanity is taking as one
soul, collected unity. It is graduating into
the Christ. So that the Presence - the all abiding Presence - will be known in all
this Earth through every living thing, and
companionship will be met in all life and
through all creation. There will only be
love. Now that which we do is agree.
What is there to agreement but to say:
Yes? And that which is given will come to
pass. He that giveth unto you supplies
you with His Word. So your path is open
in the name of love. But it takes your
agreement, remember this.
Now how many times in our study, in our
work through this Order have we been
cautioned about the Creative Force and
Kundalini? That we must treat it with the
utmost care and that, indeed, as it begins
to rise (it functions as a radiation of The
Supreme) and burns away the clutter and
the residue of that which we are not, we
cannot do the ordinary things of the
mortal self. We die daily and rise again to
the immortality that is our Being,
r e s t o r i n g t h e C h r i s t Po w e r o f
Melchizedek - the universal One.

The Holy Spirit carries the Word, carries
the message, carries the vision. It is
through the Holy Spirit that we know
Christ and receive Him. It is that Spirit
that pervades all nature and is the fullness
of your Presence. God gives the Spirit to
know the Son.
So you ask: Why can't I do like my friend
does? And the answer is that you are
indeed lifting your Creative Power for the
glory of God and manifesting His true
decrees on earth that Man might live in
peace once again. You are the Order of
Melchizedek in this Power! And if you
sacrifice this power to a cause not of the
Light, then you abuse it, misuse it and

must pay the consequences which
are serious indeed. I fool you not. So
treat with care, with Christ - reason,
with Love, with respect this power
of God inside yourselves and lift it
to His glory, as Jesus did. Thus will
Man go free in the body of the Lord,
the Word.
You have been tested and tried that
you might indeed express this
vibrancy of My Word. But make no
bones about it, it is a critical time for
you. Many of you have passed the
gateway where you could have
turned back and now you must live
with this power and be one with it;
and in this way shall you live
eternally. This is the resurrection
and the life and you have but to think
upon this to know. I say this in My
Love. Make no bones about it: You
must learn to live with this (Power)
and to respond to it.
Do not sell yourselves short. The
power of God moves rapidly now
up the spine of His beloveds and
that which is given is of Him. Take
this power now as your own creative
energy expressing Godhood. And
do not use it for anything but the
Holy Spirit use: I AM THAT I AM.
He Who gives you this, gives
Himself with it. Make no bones
about it. There is a caution here.
Feed My sheep. Now That that is
given must not be misused at any
time.
You see, you are not going to misuse
this Creative Force. You cannot in
me. But there are thoughts now,
thoughts that you must dissolve.
Give not thought to yourself, not
one thought, even if your life is
challenged. But think upon Me and
in this way all things shall come to
pass as rhythm of My Being. I send
no thoughts other than My own.

T h e Re s u r r e c t i o n a n d t h e
Ascension is kundalini (Creative
Power) stabilizing in degrees of its
attainment. When the attainment
is reached Ascension has taken
place. Full glory of God appears
and you are That - conscious of
your reality in Truth and beauty.
The power - the resurrection
power – kundalini - Creative
Power then goes to the manifest
whole or given parts of Me. IT
SERVES THE SUPREME. It
never serves anything but the true
form (image and likeness) of Jesus
The Christ, I AM That: wholeness,
unity, benefitting the true nature
of all. It does not serve the lower
self, sense of self or carnal mind.
Spirit sees and knows only Its true
nature which is the divinity within
you and within all life.
With the rising of kundalini,
Creative Power - I AM the
resurrection and the life - you are
cr ucified to the mortal and
uplifted in the divine. This Energy
rises moving to the Crown Center
or chakra as the resurrection, as
the full resurrection of the "I" into
the light expressing the Christ.
You are mortal no longer. You are
filled with light of immortality:
Creative Power. This power then
seeks to complete itself as the
Body of Light.

Why do we not have faith in
ourselves when we were created in
His image and likeness?
You will stand in the robes of
God's Light after the order of
Melchizedek. The Body is the
solidified power of My Love and
Light. And what you know is there
is no death in this Body because it
continued on page 9
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Entering The Supreme
meets the Life of the Spirit, or your
Creator.
You - many of you - may have undertaken
these changes already and are deep in the
midst of them. Others may find them
soon. I give this (record) that you might
know. For the dust is being taken off the
books now.
Let me re-emphasize here that the
precious Creative Power that resides
within all humanity seeks to return to God
from whence it came. How this power has
been misunderstood and misused! Man
has called it "sex". This is the power to
vibrate with The One and create out of
that One. From whence would you receive
dominion save by My Voice and My Word?
The power of God would rise if you
would give it back to God. And to that part
I would address myself the most:
Now that which is not turned back to God
fights to go back to God - fights to return.
And when you find things in your life that
are not in agreement… that are
outpicturing as disorder... you may find
the need to turn inward to your God - Self
and submit the Creative Power to that
One. Once that power begins its ascent to
the crown, it seeks to unite with God or
Christ within. It seeks to mate with God,
that perfection, that inner Life, and to
express God. And this ascent changes
your body into light or Creative Power. It is
My gift to you to rise with Me. I AM the One!
Now the body is not sanctified until the
kundalini rises; for the body is the temple
of God.
Can you see now why the Inner Voice,
obedience to It, has been stressed in this
Order? The alignment with the Inner
Voice carries the Creative Power and
manifests it into form. He who listens to
My Word obeys It without question. And
He who abideth in My Word is fulfilled as
Jesus was.

continued from page 8
THE CREATIVE
PROCESS...
God as Spirit knows you as Its
vehicle, ready to serve Its needs and
desires. Therefore, It will serve no
other needs or desires. It knows only
Itself as you.
This is why there is no turning back
now. As a people you have reached a
turning point where you now must be
concerned with Earth's needs and
with the Creative Power that indwells
you. Willingness to serve without
compromise will bring all into
balance. There is no life other than
the Life of God expressing in
vibration. And that Life does decree
Itself through Its vehicle or unit of
express ion.

The Inner Voice is your Consciousness.
It is Cosmic mind vibrating through you
as 'I AM". Such a Voice can command
all power in the Universe. It is the Voice
of God.
That that is God (Spirit) knows only
you as Itself. When you go back over
former "lives" you will block this
flow.
There is no life other than My own.
As you know this in your heart, all is
well. "You are the salt of the earth. “

The fury of the Wave is the glory of
the Father-Mother as it pounds
against the debris of yesteryear. Let
the Wave pound
but you
stand firm. I AM the Wave (of
realization), I AM you.
For I have Come!
Seal of Melchizedek September 25,
1986

LISTEN TO ME!
Man does not kill. Man is to love.
Even if his/her life is threatened,
he/she is to love. The movement
on this Earth disturbs Me. Watch
and pray, 0 foolish ones, watch and
pray! Speak to the nations and
gather My peoples into one body.
At no time have I said to kill, neither
beast nor fowl. I say do not kill one
another. These things have I given
but you have not heard. My sons are
battling. I say there are no
boundaries in Me! Watch and pray.
Empty yourselves that you may be
filled with My Life. I created you I
will fulfill you in My way.
You contaminate My Earth by your
quarrels, by your greed. I say: No
country is greater than another. I
know no boundaries. I stand with
all life and I know My own!

The Earth and her inhabitants are
fastly reaching this point - this
turning point - and as this takes place
- the crashing of the Wave is heard,
the Sound of His Breath in unity with
the Sons.

Be of one people, gathered in
community, sanctifying -My Word.
I stand with you then and you will
be blessed even as I AM with
continuous motion of My Spirit.

Stand in the God-Self - looking
neither to the right nor to the left giving all to the Promise.

Think not I hear My people and know their
cries? What puts one above another? Let
your taxes build, not destroy.

I have not burned the records for
naught. (This refers to Earth's
records of the past as well as those
not conducive to your upliftment.)

I call you into one body now. Gather into
one body that My Spirit can be heard.
September 29, 1986
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